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Precise data on electronic stopping powers, i.e. specific
energy loss dE/dx, for heavy ions are of high interest in
various fields of research [1]. Unfortunately the accuracy
of theoretical ab-initio dE/dx-calculations is nowadays still
unsatisfactory. Therefore, predictions of stopping powers
are usually calculated by semi-empirical computer codes,
which are based on best fits to available experimental data.
To improve the reliability of these calculations, precise
dE/dx data are needed for various projectile-target combi-
nations and over a wide range of projectile energies, in par-
ticular for heavy projectiles at low energies, as measured
data are scarce in that region [2]. However, for high ion
masses and low energies ionization based energy detectors,
that are commonly used in experiments for stopping power
determination [3, 4], suffer from incomplete energy detec-
tion, resulting in pulse height defect and a relatively poor
energy resolution. As CLTD’s provide substantially bet-
ter energy resolution and linearity for heavy ion detection,
with the absence of any pulse height defect [5, 6], this type
of energy detectors has the potential to increase sensitiv-
ity and accuracy for dE/dx measurements and to extend the
accessible energy range towards lower energies.

For that purpose a CLTD array, that has been developed
at GSI in the past years [5, 6, 7], has been used to replace
the Si-detector in an established setup for dE/dx measure-
ments at the K-130 cyclotron at the University of Jyväskylä
[3, 8], and to perform measurements with 0.05–1 MeV/u
131Xe-ions in different absorber materials. As an exam-
ple the measured electronic stopping power of Xe ions in
carbon is displayed in fig. 1. A summary of all results for
carbon as well as nickel and gold absorbers can be found
in [9], where also a more detailed description of the exper-
iment is given. The obtained dE/dx values show in gen-
eral a good agreement with previously measured data in
the higher energy range for all studied absorber materi-
als, what provides a consistency check of the new exper-
imental setup. Moreover the application of CLTD’s for the
present investigations allowed to considerably reduce cali-
bration errors as compared to previous measurements with
Si-detectors [10], and to extend the datasets to lower ener-
gies, not accessible before.
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